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20C - CARLSON HAROLD
Chess is a game of intellect and has been played by people of all
ages. It is a game of strategy, where one has to think long-term
rather than short-term. It is also a game that has been played for
many centuries and is still being played today.The game comes
with its own set of rules and regulations. While the rules are quite
easy to understand, it is highly recommended that you learn the
basics before proceeding with the actual game.If you're interested in learning how to play chess, this book will help you learn the
rules of chess in a simple manner so that you can start playing
right away.Who is this book for?This book is for beginner chess enthusiasts who want to learn the basics of the game. It is also for
those who are already interested in playing chess but do not
know the rules.If you're a beginner, there is no need to worry
about not having a good grasp of the rules. This book will teach
you everything you need to know about the rules. If you're an experienced player, this book will help you refresh your memory
and brush up on your skills.This book will teach you everything
that you need to know about chess, including: The basic rules of
chess, including how many pieces are used, their roles, how each
piece moves, and much more. How pieces work together as part
of a team to defeat their opponents.You'll discover the algebraic
notation, the most common form of notation used when it comes
to chess. This includes: what algebraic notation actually means,
why it is important, how it diﬀers from other types of notations,
and much more. All you need to know about tactics and strategy.Discover what tactics and strategies are, why they are important, how they work together, and much more. You will also learn
the most common tactics and strategies used during a game of
chess.This book includes everything that you need to learn the
how to play chess. You do not need any other information or
equipment to learn the rules of chess. If you're looking for a comprehensive beginners guide, then grab your copy of this book today
A fun illustrated guide for beginners who want to learn about
more chess! Perfect for fans of the hit Netﬂix show The Queen's
Gambit! Chess is played on every continent and by several hundred million people. It’s the most popular board game in the
world, and people of all ages love to play! In A Kid's Guide to
Chess, you’ll start learn all of the basics like how the pieces move
and then progress to the more complicated ideas behind the best
moves for the diﬀerent phases of the game. This book oﬀers
something for beginners who have never picked up a chess piece
as well as more advanced instruction for experienced learners
who are looking to become expert players! With this comprehensive guide, learn: • The rules of the game • Tactical moves •
Openings • Vulnerable routes • The history of chess • And much
more! Additionally, inside you’ll ﬁnd exclusive tips from some of
the world’s best chess players. These clever suggestions will help
you to become a real master of chess. Imagine how much fun it
will be to win a game against a classmate or—if you’re really

good—maybe even your grandpa! If you’re up for a real challenge, you can also test yourself with puzzles taken from world
championship games. Put on your thinking cap—your brain’s got
some work to do!
In this book, I have tried to summarize and maximum available
outline the rules of the game of chess, with their clear and understandable diagrams. Let me express the hope that it will be useful
for fathers, mothers and their children, young players who make
their ﬁrst steps in this wise and exciting game, and those who
have already spent more than one chess match. All of you, my
dear readers, in this practical manual original, simple and accessible summary of the rules for the game of chess. If you do not
know how to play this game, then it is time to learn. If you played
long and slightly lost-you will be able to refresh their knowledge.
If you want to introduce your children to the wonderful and remarkable chess world, teach them to develop logical thinking
they have the ability to take quickly clear and correct decisions,
then this book is for you and your children. Welcome to the world
of victories and achievements!
Have you ever wondered if it's possible to stimulate the growth of
nerve cells in the brain in a healthy and natural way other than
taking nootropic supplements that are expensive to maintain. The
popular puzzle for brain training isn't doing so much other than
making you good in solving puzzle. I will recommend the game of
chess for you. The beauty here is that you can learn the rules of
chess and start playing in less than 3 hours. All you have to do id
to get this book "chess for beginners" and learn the basic tactics,
rules and awesome winning strategies and play like a pro. It doesn't matter if you are a newbie or have gathered some amount of
experience with the game of chess. This is a comprehensive
guide that will make a diﬀerence in your quest of mastering playing of chess. Chess is the ultimate turn-based strategy game. For
hundreds of years, it has sharpened strategic thinking and decision-making skills of generals and kings. Modern studies have
shown that chess promotes brain development at any age and also prevents Alzheimer's, and trains both sides of the brain to
work in synergy. This book contains some the following; Introduction to the game of chess How to play chess for beginners Chess
setup Basic Chess Rules Capturing pieces How to move chess pieces Advanced Chess Rules So much more Click the "buy now" button to GET YOUR COPY NOW
This book was created to equip parents, educators, and friends of
the students in Chess4Life programs with the basic rules of
chess, allowing them to engage the students by playing chess
with them.
Imagine you could learn the rules of chess and start playing your
ﬁrst chess game in less than 2 hours... Sounds attractive, right?
Two hours seems to be an unbelievably short time investment to
learn all of the rules, basic tactics, and main strategies of such a
legendary game! Perhaps you are looking for the perfect beginner's guide to chess for yourself or a friend? Maybe you have nev-
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er played chess before and need a simple and fast how-to book,
or you know how to play but want to build on your knowledge
with additional information. You might simply want a quick chess
refresher course. If any of these apply to you, then you are on the
right track! Chess is a complicated game, ﬁlled with patterns
which may, at ﬁrst, seem like random movements. The goal of
this illustrated guide is to make those patterns clearer, and it is directed towards ﬁrst-time players and novices, both adults and
kids. This book will help you: ✓ Get familiar with the game, its
goal and rules, terminology and components. ✓ Easily memorize
all the pieces, their movement options (including special movements) and how they can work in conjunction to devastate your
opponent. ✓ Know what common tactics are and learn essential
chess tactical motifs that will give you a competitive advantage
over other beginners. ✓ Discover the diﬀerence between tactics
and strategy. ✓ Learn the three stages of a chess game, discover
key strategy principles, and know how to put them into action
from the opening to the endgame. ✓ Memorize the best chess
opening for beginners and recognize elementary checkmating patterns. ✓ Easily refresh learned lessons using sections with summarized information. And much MORE! This guide includes 70+
images which illustrate the given information, along with easy-to-follow, step-by-step explanations that demystify the game - and
give you an extra edge. Much like in life, in chess you will ﬁnd
that you gravitate towards certain ideas and strategies. Many
such strategies are found in this book, and in some ways, this
book is meant to give you a grander idea of the kind of player
you want to be. This guide is your ﬁrst stepping stone toward
growth as a player, covering tactics which can be used throughout the game and strategies in the opening, middle game, and
endgame. It contains everything you need to start playing and
win your ﬁrst game. Amaze your family and friends with the techniques and knowledge gained from this guide and start enjoying
your victories today!
Learn to play an unbeatable game of chess with winning tactics
and strategies from Guide to Play Chess for Beginners. Centuries
of history and strategy can make learning how to play chess intimidating. Guide to Play Chess for Beginners oﬀers new players a
quick-start guide to learn the game of chess and start winning in
no time with rules, strategies, and tactics for success. Starting
with the basics, this comprehensive guide provides a clear, illustrated introduction to the movements of each piece along with basic rules and game dynamics. With this foundation, new players
will learn eﬀective strategies and tactics to start playing competitively and conﬁdently. From your ﬁrst move to your last, Guide to
Play Chess for Beginners shows you how to play your best game,
with: Position your pieces, coordinate your attack, and capture
their king―Chess for Beginners teaches you all of the moves to
play the perfect game. This book includes: * Rule of chess * Notation * Simple checkmating patterns * Opening * Tactics * Chess
quotes * And much more.
Learn to play an unbeatable game of chess with winning tactics
and strategies from Chess for Beginners. Starting with the basics,
this comprehensive guide provides a clear, illustrated introduction to the movements of each piece along with basic rules and
game dynamics. With this foundation, new players will learn eﬀective strategies and tactics to start playing competitively and conﬁdently.
Learn to play an unbeatable game of chess with winning tactics
and strategies from Chess for Beginners. Centuries of history and
strategy can make learning how to play chess intimidating. Chess
for Beginners oﬀers new players a quick-start guide to learn the
game of chess and start winning in no time with rules, strategies,
and tactics for success. Starting with the basics, this comprehen-
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sive guide provides a clear, illustrated introduction to the movements of each piece along with basic rules and game dynamics.
With this foundation, new players will learn eﬀective strategies
and tactics to start playing competitively and conﬁdently. From
your ﬁrst move to your last, Chess for Beginners shows you how
to play your best game, with: A complete overview that introduces players to the chessboard and the movement of each piece
with clear, easy-to-follow illustrations and directions. 10 strategies that show players how to control the board, think several
moves ahead, go for a quick checkmate, and more! 10 tactics
that oﬀer short-term solutions to support your strategy and
achieve checkmate. Position your pieces, coordinate your attack,
and capture their king--Chess for Beginners teaches you all of the
moves to play the perfect game.
'New (4th) and improved edition of an all-time classic The good
news about endgames is: • there are relatively few endings you
should know by heart • once you know these endings, that's it.
Your knowledge never goes out of date! The bad news is that, all
the same, the endgame technique of most players is deﬁcient.
Modern time-controls make matters worse: there is simply not
enough time to delve deep into the position. Jesus de la Vila debunks the myth that endgame theory is complex and he teaches
you to steer the game into a position you are familiar with. This
book contains only those endgames that: • show up most frequently • are easy to learn • contain ideas that are useful in
more diﬃcult positions. Your performance will improve dramatically because this book brings you: • simple rules • detailed and lively explanations • many diagrams • clear summaries of the most
important themes • dozens of tests.
How to Play Chess for Beginners – for Kids of All Ages! When you
read How to Play Chess for Children, you’ll discover a wonderful
world of challenge and adventure! This easy-to-follow guide provides a complete overview of the game of chess. It’s a perfect introduction to the game. Kids can enjoy every step of learning
chess: Discovering the timeless 8x8 chessboard Learning the
unique movements of the individual chess pieces Mastering the
art and timing of the popular “castling” move Understanding the
ins and outs of pawn moves, attacks, and advancement and so
much more! With How to Play Chess for Children, little ones can
easily develop their long-term thinking skills. They’ll learn how to
start out smart and strong by learning the best chess openings.
Then, they’ll adopt savvy and ﬂexible strategies for the chess
midgame. Kids can ﬁnish strong by mastering the endgame, in
which weak pieces can become very strong, and complete their
game with decisive checkmates! This book even describes techniques for avoiding a draw (tie) game when kids are winning a
game – and trying for a draw when their opponent has the upper
hand. This practical strategy teaches maturity, adaptation, and
smart success for children of all ages! Don’t miss this opportunity
to get kids involved in this classic and inspiring game.
How to kill 2 birds with 1 stone? Empower your brain playing
chess! What if reading this book provided you with the guidelines
to a Grand Master's mindset? Wouldn't you like to build solid
chess foundations to improve your mental skills and win more
games? Yes, you heard well! With the approach that CHESS FOR
BEGINNERS provides you, plus a proper dedication, you'll comprehend which are the better techniques that suits your chess playing style in order to improve and reﬁne your player skills. However, I'm sure you already knew that was scientiﬁcally proven how
chess stimulates the brain to EXPAND OUR NEURONAL NETWORK.
This intriguing game synchronises our cerebral hemispheres like
very few other games do. Go and check out a brain scan of someone while playing chess, it's amazing! Chess is a very CREATIVE,
TACTICAL and STRATEGIC sport, which is why within this book
you won't just discover EFFECTIVE GAME STRATEGIES, but all the
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ESSENTIAL KNOWLEDGES you must know to create your own
chess player's attitude. You will then see why players love this
sport and what led them to WIN MORE GAMES. In this book you
will learn about BASIC CHESS RULES The BOARD'S PIECES and
their moves HOW TO READ THE MOVES The STRATEGIES for all
game's phases The RIGHT MINDSET for a mindful game The EXERCISES to get to the CHESS PLAYING LEVEL YOU ARE AIMING AT
But don't worry! Even if you have never played chess so far or
you don't consider yourself a strategic person, this book will take
you from a beginner to a more than a valid opponent by the time
you've read this book a couple times! Immerge Yourself Into the
Charming Depth of This Sport and DOMINATE THE BOARD with
CHESS FOR BEGINNERS SCROLL UP and CLICK on "BUY NOW"!
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derstand more of the current topics and therefore making it easier to learn. This book also includes a tutorial on how to play chess
online and match with other players so that you can test and further improve your chess skills.
Chess is one of the most challenging - and enjoyable - games that
has ever been played. It has a history that goes back over a thousand years, and there is some evidence that perhaps it is even
older than that. The Rules of Chess is a free book, in electronic
format, that will teach young and old how to play the “Royal
Game.” Written by one of the great instructors of the modern era,
Bruce Pandolﬁni, it is in fact a small excerpt from his extremely
popular book Let’s Play Chess (2nd edition). After the material is
presented, there is a section listing and describing the chess
books published by Russell Enterprises, Inc. which are also available in electronic format. In the meantime, we hope you enjoy
The Rules of Chess by Bruce Pandolﬁni...

Chess is a fascinating game, played for hundreds of years and demanding skills that include patience, tactics and strategy. To
learn the game and play it to the highest standards can take a
lifetime, but that doesn't mean you can't learn the moves quickly
and become a decent player who can win most of the games you
play. This book covers: An overview of the chess board and the
pieces Strategies for controlling the board Basic rules and how
the pieces move Opening strategies Creating a good defence Improving you mind by playing chess Turning defeat into victory
And more...Even if you have never played the game before, learning chess has never been easier and before long you will be conﬁdently mastering the board and your pieces, competing with
other players who have been playing for far longer.
If You Could Do Just ONE Thing For Your Brain, Learn This Game!
Did you know you could stimulate the growth of nerve cells in
your brain in a way that's natural, healthy, and fun? Yes, you can
ditch those fancy (and costly) nootropic supplements. You can forget those boring "brain training" puzzles that only make you better at solving puzzles. Play chess instead. Chess is the ultimate
turn-based strategy game. For centuries, it has honed the decision-making skills of kings and the strategic thinking of generals.
Modern studies show that chess promotes brain development at
any age, prevents Alzheimer's, and trains both sides of the brain
to work in synergy. And today, chess is easier than you think! Previous generations of chess players had to train for years before
they could really feel conﬁdent. But now, there's a better solution. This book will empower you to win your ﬁrst games in just a
DAY! Just grab a copy of this book and let the magic begin! This
book will help you: Easily memorize all the pieces and their movement options in less than 2 hours Discover the best winning
strategies approved by generations of champions Get a competitive advantage over other beginners by learning handy tactics for
every phase of the game Develop your chess skills FAST with
tried-and-tested practice strategies Overcome your initial shyness and join an oﬄine or online chess club that's perfect for your
skill level No matter if you're just learning the rules of chess or
looking for ways to boost your skills FAST, this book will take your
playing to a whole new level. You don't have to spend years memorizing possible turn combinations - simply learn the underlying
tactics and strategies and start enjoying conﬁdent victories from
Day 1!
This book is intended to help you learn the basics of a game
named ‘chess’, a very well-known board game played worldwide
since the 6th century until this very day. Following the steps this
book provides can help you to become a good chess player and
be able to participate in various chess tournaments. By reading
this book, you will be able to understand: 1) Chess rules and how
to apply them. 2) Role of each chess piece. 3) In-game rules such
as check, checkmate and more. 4) Basic rules in chess opening,
middlegame and endgame. 5) Various tactics and puzzle solving.
Each chapter is assisted by chess board diagrams to help you un-

'When most people learn to play chess, they usually memorise
the movements of the pieces and then spend years pummelling
away at each other with little rhyme and even less reason.
Though I will show you how each piece leaps around, what it likes
to do
How to play chess properly, a guide for beginners. This guide is
designed to teach you chess basics, chess openings, endgames,
tactics, and strategy. By the end of this guide, you will discover: The Foundations of Chess; -Explanation of Each Chess Piece and
the Board; -Strategies for Beginners; -Checkmating Patterns and
Methods; -Attacking the Opponent and Defending Your Pawns; Moving a Piece from Pawn to King; -Commanding the Puzzling
Knight; -Tactics to Support Your Strategy; -And much more!
Now a Wall Street Journal bestseller. Learn a new talent, stay relevant, reinvent yourself, and adapt to whatever the workplace
throws your way. Ultralearning oﬀers nine principles to master
hard skills quickly. This is the essential guide to future-proof your
career and maximize your competitive advantage through self-education. In these tumultuous times of economic and technological
change, staying ahead depends on continual self-education—a
lifelong mastery of fresh ideas, subjects, and skills. If you want to
accomplish more and stand apart from everyone else, you need
to become an ultralearner. The challenge of learning new skills is
that you think you already know how best to learn, as you did as
a student, so you rerun old routines and old ways of solving
problems. To counter that, Ultralearning oﬀers powerful strategies to break you out of those mental ruts and introduces new
training methods to help you push through to higher levels of retention. Scott H. Young incorporates the latest research about the
most eﬀective learning methods and the stories of other ultralearners like himself—among them Benjamin Franklin, chess
grandmaster Judit Polgár, and Nobel laureate physicist Richard
Feynman, as well as a host of others, such as little-known modern
polymath Nigel Richards, who won the French World Scrabble
Championship—without knowing French. Young documents the
methods he and others have used to acquire knowledge and
shows that, far from being an obscure skill limited to aggressive
autodidacts, ultralearning is a powerful tool anyone can use to improve their career, studies, and life. Ultralearning explores this
fascinating subculture, shares a proven framework for a successful ultralearning project, and oﬀers insights into how you can organize and exe - cute a plan to learn anything deeply and quickly,
without teachers or budget-busting tuition costs. Whether the
goal is to be ﬂuent in a language (or ten languages), earn the
equivalent of a college degree in a fraction of the time, or master
multiple tools to build a product or business from the ground up,
the principles in Ultralearning will guide you to success.
Do you have a limited amount of time and you would like to quick-
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ly learn how to play chess as a real pro? Do you think it is a tough
game but you would love to play chess on your own immediately?
You are in the right place. There is a common misconception
about chess, saying that it is a diﬃcult game suited for smart people only, but that is not true. With the right guide and the correct
information, it is possible to learn chess game and start to win in
only few hours. This book will give you the possibility to learn
from scratch in a fast and eﬀective way also the most diﬃcult
rules and strategies, but above all you will have the ability to memorize everything thanks to a system proved by chess
academies. In this way, you will not have to repeat and studying
a thousand times the same rules, but you will quickly learn with a
simple language accessible to all. This book will help you at: ◆
Quickly memorising all the pieces, their moves and how to set up
a Chessboard ◆ In addition to the basic rules, you will learn special chess rules in order to never ﬁnd yourself unprepared and
having a competitive advantage over your beginners opponents.
◆ The best thirteen strategies perfectioned by the Grandmasters
that will help you to win the ﬁrst matches with ease. ◆ Quickly develop your chess skills through tested workbooks ◆ Tricks and
suggestions for boosting your learning and how to predict the
next move of your opponent in order to anticipate it. And much
more! With this guide you will never ﬁnd chess diﬃcult again, because there will also be tricks in order to block your opponent in
every possible occasion. Whether you start from zero or you want
to increase your game skills, this book will lift you up in a total
diﬀerent new level. You do not have to spend a lot of time studying, but start to memorize the best strategies and win safely from
the very beginning.
Did you know that playing chess is not just a simple pastime hobby but also a beneﬁcial game for everybody? Do you want to become a chess master? If yes, then keep reading! One of the most-played games in the world is chess. The game was ﬁrst played in
Amsterdam. Chess players gather in libraries, plazas, pubs, and
living rooms to start the match. Chess is an exciting game because of its mental beneﬁts. Before you become a chess master,
you should familiarize yourself with its pieces, rules, and strategies. This book is a perfect manual for you. This single piece of
manual is equipped with almost everything you need to know
about chess. Below are some of the interesting chapters you will
encounter in the book: - Foundations and Rules of Chess - Explanation of Chess Pieces - Setting Up The Board - Check, Checkmate, and Draws - The Goal in Chess - Basic Chess Rules - Tactics
to Support Your Strategies - Mistakes to Avoid And so much
more! Now is the time to start your chess master journey. Take
note that learning chess requires time and eﬀort. This manual
can be your go-to resource. It will help you throughout your journey as a chess player
The FIDE (World Chess Federation) Laws Of Chess cover over-theboard play (the basic rules of play and competition rules), coming
into force on 1 July 2005. In this textbook of 116 pages, the essential rules have been illustrated and ordered to make it easy for
people learning or teaching how to play chess games or tournaments. It is from the authentic text of the oﬃcial Laws (English)
or from its Portuguese and Spanish translations. The book contains all articles of the laws and its appendices. The order in the
authentic text is: Preface Basic Rules Of Play The nature and objectives of the game of chess The initial position of the pieces on
the chessboard The moves of the pieces The completion of the
game Competition Rules The chess clock Irregularities The recording of the moves The drawn game Quickplay Finish Scoring The
conduct of the players The role of the arbiter FIDE Appendices Adjourned games Rapidplay Blitz Quickplay ﬁnishes where no arbiter is present in the venue Algebraic notation Rules for play
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with Blind and Visually Handicapped In the book these rules are
grouped in three chapters: Introduction, How to Play, Tournaments. There is a single Appendix with essential rules and principles of the elementary mates and endgames and seven games
played and annotated by the author.
PLAY CHESS LIKE A PRO EVEN... IF YOU'D NEVER LAID HANDS ON
CHESS BOARD BEFORE! Do you consider yourself a complete
chess newbie and want to beat your experienced player friends?
Maybe you played in the past and now want to take your skills to
the next level? Would you like to become a ranked chess player
and lay the foundation for your professional victories? Take a look
at what's inside -A complete "how-to" intro to the game of chess Rules and Chess Notations, a basic guide for complete beginners
-'Must To Master' fundamental strategies even some pros forget
the fundamentals! -Winning Openings these are 34 moves to set
yourself up for a winning game -Proven middle and end-game
strategies here is how you lead and end the game with a victory
in your pocket! -17 cool facts about chess you've never heard before, they'll make you excited for the game every single time! Much much more As I already mentioned, no matter if you are a
complete chess beginner or played chess in the past and want to
upgrade your skills, this will take you by the hand and lead
through every single step! So don't wait, scroll up, click on "Buy
Now" and Start Reading!
Learning Chess - Chess for Beginners With this book you can
learn the basics of chess or the rules of chess quickly and eﬀortlessly. Every single move of the chess pieces is shown in diagrams. The basic knowledge of chess is explained in an understandable way and with more than 150 diagrams it makes getting
started easy for beginners. - The Chessboard - Designation of the
Individual Squares - Designation of the Files - Designation of the
Ranks - Designation of the Diagonals - Setting up the Chessboard
Correctly - The Chess Pieces - The Initial Setup - The Pieces: King
/ Queen / Rook / Bishop / Knight / Pawn - The Value of the Pieces The Rules of Chess - Capturing Pieces - Capturing Pieces using
Pawns - Capturing En Passant - Promoting a Pawn - Castling Check, Mate, Draw, Stalemate - Notation of Moves - Small Exercises - Tips for your First Game of Chess
Great chess master shares his secrets, including basic methods
of gaining advantages, exchange value of pieces, openings, combinations, position play, aesthetics, and other important maneuvers. More than 300 diagrams.
Master the Ancient and Modern Game of Chess! Read this book
for FREE on Kindle Unlimited – Order Now! When you read How to
Play Chess, you’ll discover a fascinating world of the mind! This
comprehensive and lengthy book explains how all the chess pieces move in simple, easy-to-understand language. You’ll easily absorb the quirks of the game, such as the en passent rule and how
important kings become in the later stages of play. From pawns
to queens, you’ll know exactly how to follow the rules – and make
the most of your favorite strategies! How to Play Chess introduces many popular beginner tactics you can use right away to
impress your friends and improve your rankings. You’ll discover
the various strategies appropriate for each phase of the
game—Beginning, Middle, and Endgame—and how to get an
edge on your opponents! Inside, you’ll learn about chess masters
from long ago – and meet the new masters. From William Steinitz
and Magnus Carlsen to Garry Kasparov and Bobby Fisher, the
chess world has created many fascinating and beautiful minds!
This inspiring chess method for beginners helps you understand
how to position your pieces in their “best squares” and create
solid defenses. When it’s time to go on the oﬀensive, you’ll enjoy
thrilling attacks – and avoid your opponent’s counter-attacks. It’s
time to win more games and have more fun!
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Your quick and easy guide to chess Kings, queens, knights—does
chess seem like a royal pain to grasp? Taking the intimidation out
of this age-old pastime, Chess For Dummies, 4th Edition is here
to help beginners wrap their minds around the rules of the game,
make sense of those puzzling pieces, and start playing chess like
a champ. From using the correct chess terminology to engaging
in the art of the attack, you'll get easy-to-follow, step-by-step explanations that demystify the game—and give you an extra edge.
Chess isn't a game you can master—it's an activity that requires
patience, strategy, and constant learning. But that's all part of
the fun and challenge! Whether you're playing chess online, in a
tournament, or with a family member or friend, this hands-on
guide gets you familiar with the game and its components, giving
you the know-how to put the principles of play into action from
the opening to the endgame. Grasp the principles of play and the
nuances of each phase of the game Familiarize yourself with the
pieces and the board Pick the perfect chess board and set Know
each of the pieces and their powers If you ﬁnd yourself in a stalemate before you even begin a game, this friendly book helps you
put your chess foot forward!
Do you want to learn how to become a good chess player and easily win your next chess game? If yes, then keep reading! If there
is one thing chess is most widely known for, then it's that many intelligent people play it. The beauty in chess is that if other sports
exercise your body, this one exercises your mind the most. For
many people, chess is a bit diﬃcult and complex to comprehend,
which is understandable since there are quite rules to be followed
and memorized when playing. Most people are not even knowledgeable about where the piece is to be placed or what movement it is limited to. We understand if you ﬁnd diﬃculty understanding chess, which is why this book seeks to help you understand every bit about the game. With this guide to chess, you will
not only be able to acknowledge the beauty of the sports but play
it with ease, as well. Become a good chess player with the help of
twelve instructive chapters of the Chess for Beginners guide, and
start playing the game as you never have before. Here's a quick
peek of what you will ﬁnd in the Chess for Beginners book: ◆ How
to Play Chess? You'll learn what the goals of a chess game are,
how to set up a chessboard, how to move the pieces, and how
they're worth. ◆ The Special Rules of Chess: You'll learn all the
special rules of chess, through graphic illustration you'll ﬁnd it
easier to understand and apply them in a game. ◆ Basic Chess
Strategies: The 12 key chess strategies, all that you need to block
your opponent, and winning the games. ◆ Competition Chess
Rules: What are the rules in chess competition? ◆ How to Become
a Good Chess Player? You'll learn how to predict the opponent's
move to anticipate it. ◆ How to Checkmate? You'll learn what is a
checkmate, how you do it, and what is it the best way to do it. ◆
How to Win a Chess Game? What are the conditions for winning
the game. ◆ Exercise book for beginners: All exercises to practice
playing chess. And so much more! You would never ﬁnd chess
hard again because the guide also covers techniques and tips in
cornering your opponent to a checkmate. With eased practice
and reading, you could even get to know your own strengths and
sharpen them, and also recognize your own weaknesses and overcome them. Grab this book and click BUY NOW!
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this book, we will discuss the -Rules of the game, -Important
chess openings, -Rules for strategy, -Oﬀensive and defensive
strategy, -Competition chess rules Learning the basics thoroughly
is the key to victory in games. This simpliﬁed book is made especially for beginners who try to learn chess for the ﬁrst time. Don't
wait. If you wanna master the basic of chess, just scroll to the top
and click "Buy now" to get this book
Here's the Perfect Solution If You're Looking for a Simple and
Eﬀective Chess Guide for Beginners That Will Make You a Chess
Master in Less Than Two Weeks Would you like to: Fully understand the rules of chess? Learn the best opening tactics for winning? Find out how to checkmate even as a beginner? Then this is
the book for you! Chess is one of the most popular games in the
world. Whether you want to play at home with friends and family
or join online tournaments, you need to get started with the basic
rules ﬁrst. Chess rules are not complicated to learn, and in fact,
this book will make it simple and easy. But the beauty of chess is
in the indeﬁnite number of combinations you can make to win!
From opening traps to checkmates no one can see coming, chess
is great fun. Whether you're playing black or white, this book will
teach you how to minimize your mistakes and win against any opponent. Here's what you'll learn in this chess guide for beginners:
History of chess and why it's such a popular game even today
How to set up the board + the basic and SPECIAL rules of chess
Opening strategies that are guaranteed to throw oﬀ your opponent Basic tactics you can use to win whether you're playing
black or white Chess strategies for beginners for the middle and
end game A step-by-step guide to best checkmates for beginners
AND SO MUCH MORE! Even if you've never played chess before,
you will ﬁnd this book easy to understand and follow. Chess can
seem intimidating at ﬁrst and like it requires a lot of strategies,
but once you understand a few simple rules and tactics, you will
start playing like a master! Scroll Up, Click on "Buy Now with 1Click", and Start Learning Chess Today!
When it comes to tabletop games, Chess is a classic. Maybe the
classic. It's been around for centuries, but remains just as hugely
popular and fascinating today - as the recent success of chessthemed Netﬂix series Queen's Gambit and ﬁlms such as Queen of
Katwe have proved. Many people learn how to play chess as children, but if it's a been a while since you played - or you're a beginner learning how to play for the ﬁrst time - there are a few basic
rules you might have missed, going beyond how to move and capture pieces to essential chess rules such as en passant and
castling. In this chess guide book, you will learn Chapter 1 Chess
Basics: How is chess played? Chapter 2: General Tips for Winning
Games: Three common mistakes in chess Chapter 3: Winning
chess tactics: Destroying a defender Chapter 4: Using Strategy to
Increase Your Winning Rate: Playing the little guys Chapter 5:
Opening techniques and patterns: Opening gambits Chapter 6:
Endgame basics to help ﬁnish the game: Using the Zugzwang
Explains all legal chess moves, and discusses the regulations governing tournaments, lifetime rankings, and tournament director
certiﬁcation.
A chess expert has distilled an enormous amount of information
into an easy-to-follow, question-and-answer format that not only
explains the most basic rules and essentials of play, but also
oﬀers advice on opening, combinations, middle- and end-game
strategies, notation, castling, and other topics. Over 100 carefully
chosen diagrams and illustrations.
Chess was very popular in my family. An unwritten tradition required every man to be able to play chess. And everyone played if someone didn't want to, they had to. Regular tournaments (between men) were played at family events. Women at that time
went about their own aﬀairs. I was the only girl who was fascinat-

Mastering basics is key to victory... Would you be amazed to realize that chess is a game that is loaded up with a large number of
such techniques and strategies? Why chess?- Playing chess prepares one's psyche to see how moving individual pieces adequately work to accomplish an ideal objective in the fabulous plan.
Learn strategy- Understand the basic oﬀensive and defensive
strategies, great openings. Distribution of pieces- Learn how to activate and distribute the power of your pieces. Why this book? In
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ed by the game of chess. When I was little, I stood and watched.
Later on, my grandfather taught me to play chess and I started
participating in family tournaments. Later I started winning. Now,
many years later, I still see chess as a great game that gains traction as it gets to higher and higher levels.In the book Chess - a
game for everyone at the beginning I included a detailed description of the basic rules of the game. The rest of the book covers
the basics of tactics and strategies that have been kept to a minimum - the book was meant to be short. I made one exception
when describing The Queen's Gambit in more detail, as lately a
lot of people have been asking me questions about this opening.The book is a beginner's chess manual. It is also a good chess
textbook for children. I hope that after reading this book, the reader will not only learn the basics of the game, but will also be able
to put The Queen's Gambit and other tactics into practice.
Chess Rules of Thumb gives you the winning principles of chess
in clear, short statements. Three-time US Champion Lev Alburt
and World Chess Hall of Fame Curator Al Lawrence have put together three centuries of insights from the masters. Fun to
browse or to read from cover-to-cover, it's a book that all chess
playersfrom beginners to grandmasterslwiull enjoy for a lifetime.
Like life, chess has its rules. The diﬀerence that your parents
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probably didn't tell you about chess. Never cross the street before looking both ways. Never discuss portable explosives in the
airport security line. Never overthrow the cut-oﬀ man. Never
download email from someone you don't know. Never take the
queen's knight pawn. Save hours of head-scratching and uncertainty in your own games and understand why the masters make
the moves they do: The worst square for a White knight is b.2.
With rook vs. two knights, exchanging queens is worth a pawn.
Never capture the b.2 pawn with the queen. Rooks united on the
seventh are blind pigs. The winner is the one who commits the
next-to-last mistake. Backed up with diagrams and illustrations to
help you remember key principles, a glossary of essential chess
terms and a rundown on all major openings, Chess Rules of
Thumb will improve your chess play. And it's great fun to read!
Never buy a chess book that isn't fun!
Learn chess while gaining practical instructions, strategies and
winning tactics. Put in this book the basic rules and dynamics of
the game of chess so that the game of chess is a great game for
children and adults to learn together and combine good time with
educational fun. Gain more skills and write them down in this
book and make it your guide to help you or your child build the
mental foundation for lifelong success through one of the most
popular board games in the world.
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